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Sir,
In a recent paper [1], a footnote was written by the present author as co-author

in order to comment about the concept of Chemical Space, which is a term appear-
ing sporadically since old times in some available chemical literature. The mentioned
footnote text was printed as follows, with the underlined part used to emphasize here
some relevant parts:

Often in the QSPR or QSAR common literature the term Chemical Space
appears. This concept it is not currently used with the same sense as a
possible molecular space notion or the equivalent term: space of molecules
given here, but in a generic fuzzy manner, sometimes even using meaning-
less and preposterous literary ways. The authors would like to find within
the QSPR literature a sharp definition of such Chemical Space term, but
until the present time found none. So, in order to employ the terminol-
ogy of the present work as far away as possible from the usual classical
QSAR fuzzy one employed by some authors, the term “space of molecules” has
been chosen and will be used here, although “molecular space” might be also
synonymou-sly used. This notion has been and will be also employed here as a
companion of the term: space of parameters or the synonymous concept: space
of descriptors, which is also a well-defined definition with a precise meaning,
commonly used in the task to build up a set of discrete linearly independent
vectors, empirically describing a MPC. From such a vectorial descriptor space
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construct it is normally obtained a QSPR linear equation intently employed for
molecular unknown property estimation purposes. The statistical techniques,
employed upon the vectors of the space of descriptors, within the empirical
QSPR equation search algorithms, which drastically reduce the dimension of
molecular descriptors’ space, generate the dimensionality paradox.

The writer of this letter subscribes the ideas of the footnote as they are. Definitions
about what Chemical Space must be thought nowadays are in essence within this small
piece of work. But the present author thinks it is worthwhile to surf into some sources
of information, which will lead to a fuzzy intellectual panorama. The subscriber of
this letter is eager to say that it is necessary to describe such a way of thinking, as a
warning in a travelling research track, which might lead to poor science background
building in twenty-first century.

When talking about the difficulty of finding a sharp definition of Chemical Space,
the authors of the previous footnote wanted to express the fact that no definition appear-
ing in the literature seemed to be satisfactory. The basis of this opinion is tried to be
explained here. However, an even more exhaustive analysis of the inquiry, in order
to clarify the questions awakened in the quoted footnote, has aroused in the present
author a deep concern about some contemporary scientific opinion trends, hopefully
thinking they are just shared by few. The present letter is a consequence of this state
of mind.

On the other hand, and to start this journey in the Chemical Space quest I have
found that in the Wikipedia the search engine presented some site with the following
text:

Chemical Space is the space spanned by all possible (i.e. energetically stable)
molecules and chemical compounds—that is, all stoichiometric combinations
of electrons and atomic nuclei, in all possible topology isomers. Chemical reac-
tions allow us to move in Chemical Space. The mapping between Chemical
Space and molecular properties is often not unique, meaning that there can be
multiple molecules which exhibit the same properties (?). Material design and
drug discovery both involve the exploration of Chemical Space.

The question mark is mine. Fortunately, this not a so reliable source of information,
provided as a real bonus with a complementary reference to the subject [2]. Within
this reference it was found the following text:

“Space”, as Douglas Adams famously said “is big. You just won’t believe
how vastly, hugely, mind-bogglingly big it is”. Change ‘space’ to ‘Chem-
ical Space’, and his statement has similar resonance: the total number of
possible small organic molecules that populate ‘Chemical Space’ has been
estimated to exceed 1060—an amount so vast when compared to the num-
ber of such molecules we have made, or indeed could ever hope to make,
that it might as well be infinite. So, it is not surprising that our explo-
ration of Chemical Space has so far been extremely limited. Taking the
analogy further, just as much of astronomical space is a void, much of
Chemical Space contains nothing of biological interest. But rarely, and often
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through serendipity rather than design, we have identified ‘stars’ in Chemi-
cal Space—molecules that can modulate biological processes. These molecules
have formed much of the basis of our fight against disease and have greatly
aided our understanding of biological systems. But such successful finds have
been hard to come by, in part because of our lack of understanding of Chemical
Space. Given that its enormous size makes a thorough exploration of Chemi-
cal Space impossible, a key question is how we should best direct our efforts
towards regions of Chemical Space that are most likely to contain molecules
with useful biological activity. This question is a central theme of the articles
in this Insight, which were inspired by the Horizon Symposium on ‘Charting
Chemical Space: Finding New Tools to Explore Biology’, the fourth in a series
of unique scientific discussion meetings run by Nature Publishing Group and
Aventis.

Kirkpatrick–Ellis introductory note printed above, quoting a literary description by
Douglas Adams of fuzzy scientific content, talks about the Universe, where the solar
system is and where are located an estimated number of some 1011 galaxies, each one
provided with another estimated number of some 1011stars, which is certainly a huge
object collection. However, the authors obviously confuse Douglas Adam’s descrip-
tion of a Galactic Universe (GU) say, with the Universe of Discourse, the Universal
Set or simply Universe, a complete different subject, but a well-known definition of
elementary set theory.

According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, one can read for instance: when the
admissible elements [of a set] are restricted to some fixed class of objects U, U is
called the universal set (or universe), a description which any high school student of
modern times might know.

Better, the Merriam Webster dictionary accepts the dictionary entry: Universe of
Discourse, with two meanings, and the second one appears to be: 2) an inclusive class
explicitly containing all the entities to be discussed in a given discourse or investiga-
tion or theory.

That is, in chemistry one can contemplate the entity which must be associated to the
set of all possible chemical structures, which is made of a huge quantity of elements
too, but completely different in essence to the GU. Or in another way around: Chem-
ical Space, accepting this term as a definition of the universe of discourse, which can
be attached to chemistry, has nothing to do with the starry night universe, except in
the large number of elements composing both. Even the estimation of the number of
chemical structures provided by the introducers is conservatively made. Just taking
all the structures with 100 atoms made of possibly 100 different elements it appears
already as a nice quantity like: 10200. That is, some number far greater than the esti-
mated star number, which is contained into the GU and certainly far greater than the
one provided by Kirkpatrick–Ellis.

However, not all in this introduction has to be blamed. Thanks to the Kirkpatrick–
Ellis foreword, another reference was found [3]. Where a definition of Chemical Space
could be gathered:

Chemicals can be characterized by a wide range of ‘descriptors’, such as
their molecular mass, lipophilicity (their affinity for a lipid environment) and
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topological features. ‘Chemical Space’ is a term often used in place of ‘multi-
dimensional descriptor space’: it is a region defined by a particular choice of
descriptors and the limits placed on them. In the context of this Insight, Chemi-
cal Space is defined as the total descriptor space that encompasses all the small
carbon-based molecules that could in principle be created.

A definition which corresponds in many aspects to a better scientific proposal, than
Kirkpatrick–Ellis one, but certainly naïve: as the author seems to ignore the possibil-
ity to describe molecular structures via quantum mechanical functions, thus making
the possible Chemical Space definition infinite dimensional (therefore really huge,
thinking by the intellectual standards of the previous references). Although the new
definition provided by the reference [3] it is not free of curious logical bugs. For exam-
ple: biological molecules are certainly carbon based molecules, but also some of them
are far to be small, like some proteic structures of life science interest, which if the
present author is not wrongly informed was the subject of the Insight. Also the sen-
tence: ‘Chemical Space’ is a term often used in place of ‘multi-dimensional descriptor
space’: it is a region defined by a particular choice of descriptors and the limits placed
on them, induces some fuzziness, as the author do not seems to have a clear mind on
what is a space and what a region of such space. May be the term subspace would have
been more appropriate than region here. Such fuzziness demonstrates the confusion,
which seems to be common to some users of Chemical Space concept, about everyday
space where we live (including, of course, GU) and the abstract definition of vector
space, certainly a vastly general conceptual idea, much better appropriate to contain the
chemical structures, when described mathematically in discrete or continuous form,
see for example references [4–7].

Nevertheless, from there it was found that another paper [8] was connected to the
question of Chemical Space. Such study undertook a further “exploration” into the
subject while talking now, perhaps in a better way than in the previous commented
references, about a tenuously different subject: the Chemical Universe. Although, the
previous confusion might be detected as present in this new study, because the paper
title speaks of exploration, providing in this manner a plausible fuzzy connection of
the Chemical Space again with the GU, the title appears written as:

Virtual Exploration of the Chemical Universe up to 11 Atoms of C, N, O, F:
Assembly of 26.4 Million Structures (110.9 Million Stereoisomers) and Analy-
sis for New Ring Systems, Stereochemistry, Physicochemical Properties, Com-
pound Classes, and Drug Discovery

Still, reading the previous title it seems again that all the authors of this kind of works
are impressed by the huge nature of the chemical compounds number possibility, or
alternatively are trying to impress their readers, who still are not aware of the huge
number of chemical structures possible, an obvious feature which any chemist might
be aware since its scholar initiation. Reading the paper one realizes that, of course,
generating molecular structures via heavy computing task is a feasible modern ele-
ment. The paper describes how to generate the huge molecular database and the use
one can perform of it, in order to test the generated structures for potential medicinal
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use. Certainly the universe of the paper title is the universe of discourse of all the
structures with {C, N , O, F} made of 11 atoms maximum.

Perhaps as a consequence of what has been said and read it will be wise adopt-
ing from now on within some appropriate context the term Chemical Universe (of
discourse) instead of Chemical Space.

In order to peruse other possible sources of Chemical Space concept, a large amount
of papers were retrieved in a search on the J. Med. Chem., among the most recent it
has been pickup two, as anyone can retrieve the list, just typing Chemical Space in the
journal web page search facility. In the first and modern reference [9], the concept of
Chemical Space is employed in a plausible way as a vector space, even if the authors
talk in the paper title about navigating it. Such kind of point of view makes one hopeful
that the nonsensical feature attributed to Chemical Space will soon be corrected. While
in a little bit older work [10], the authors remind of more of the same ideas as earlier
quoted, as they write at the very beginning a copy of Kirkpatrick–Ellis foreword:

“Space is big. You just won’t believe how vastly, hugely, mind-bogglingly big it
is.” Even though Douglas Adams’ well known quotation relates to astronomy,
these words are a striking description of Chemical Space. It is basically infinite,
comprising all possible molecules, which has been estimated to exceed 1060

compounds even when only small…

These previous lines directly copied from the mentioned reference, constitute a nice
example of repeated copies of the same information, which sometimes haunt scientific
literature. So, it seems that even recently the same confusion about spaces is wide-
spread in a great deal of printed papers. Yet another paper [11], two years older, taken
as a sample from another medicinal chemistry journal, shows again a confusing point
of view, as this novel author speaks now of Chemical Space Travel, which is a way to
induce again the confusion of Chemical Space and GU or ordinary space to potential
readers. Moreover, in this last paper another problem arises, as it uses docking among
other items, to construct the research on his Chemical Space travel. However, in doing
this, Chemical Space travel becomes kind of random walk, as it will be commented
and explained next.

One can safely say this last sentence about this docking lead travel, because recently
docking has been proven to be some kind of random result generator [12]. This last
reference providing the readers with evidence of a digital chaotic behavior of dock-
ing procedures currently employed. In this recent study though, the authors try to
salvage the docking procedures from the wreckage, which themselves have encoun-
tered in his endeavor to test different processes employed in this area within usual
research.

In order to justify the randomly behaving docking procedures, the authors of refer-
ence [12] propose to rely on an intriguing question which arises in another reference
[13], provided at the end of their study. Such a final statement appears as a final rescue
boat or escape pod, trying to justify the obviously faulty docking programs behavior.
Within this computational reference [13], the author apart of finding (rediscover-
ing the obvious) the old knowledge about error accumulation in computational algo-
rithms, which was known from the times of electromechanical computing machines,
arrives at the astonishing conclusion that, due to error accumulation risk in modern
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computational procedures, a normal situation of irreproducibility might appear in sci-
entific everyday life. A statement which certainly is contrary to scientific endeavor, as
it is known from initial scientific thought up to date.

In digital machines there is no space for randomness, though. Even random number
generation (see for example the report and references therein: [14]) becomes a hard
task, due to the essential nature of digital computing, which today is fully determinis-
tic. This situation will continue in this way, until someone demonstrates the contrary.
See, for example, a manner on how to overcome the problem [15], with the unfaulty
use of a new computer technology and behavior.

The author, at this moment of the present letter, confesses his puzzlement about
such pseudoscientific magical borderline trends, which seems to become widespread
in some parts of modern chemical science and around heavy computational tools
misuse and abuse as well.

As a final exercise, the author will try to resume his feelings on the Chemical Space
definition and use, as follows. After reading all these fuzzy contributions to the shaping
of a chemical universal set or vector space concept, and the literature embranchments
found, he will try to outline this letter in a similar way as Kirkpatrick–Ellis, but entering
the non-scientific quotation at the end of it.

Moreover, the author will try to do it, shifting from quoting the literary-motion
picture work of Adams, but keeping the reference about the deep space (in the sense
of GU) connection. Now, for this purpose he will use the appearance of futuristic reality
proposed by the well-known Star Trek science fiction series; a production enterprise
by far larger than Adam’s contribution to the subject of presenting a fanciful GU. In
this science fiction context, one can wonder on what Mr. Spock (a legendary charac-
ter of renowned logical brain structure) will opine, reading about such publications
as these mentioned here, after analyzing them and finally giving his judgment about
Chemical Space. Probably the Vulcanite will subscribe the basic ideas of the present
letter against scientific fuzziness and nonsense, no doubt.

Apology

The author asks for pardon and oblivion to all: editor, staff and readers of this seri-
ous scientific journal, for the free use of a not so serious, but popular science fiction
environment history and character.
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